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Biomechanical Performance of Posterior Spinal Stabilization Techniques in
Severe Lumbar Anterior Column Injuries
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INTRODUCTION

Posterior lumbar spinal flxators are commonly used
fbr the stabilisation of slightly and moderately unstable
lumbar spine segments. There is not currently a
consensus regarding the suitability of these fixators fbr
the treatment of highly unstable spinal iniuries such as
vertebral body burst fractures. The ellicacy of these
devices may depend in part on the stresses occurring in
the device components and the eftect of cross
stabilisation of the longitudinal rods on the kinematic
stabilisation provided. The objectives of this study were
to estimate and rleasure the fbrces and moments
occurring in these devices (Studies A and B) and to
experimentally evaluate the effect of cross-bracing on
their stabilising potential (Study C). Results tbr severe
anterior column injuries and fbr intact specimens are
compared.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
STUDY A Internal flxator components (i.e. pedicle
screws, longitudinal rods and the interconnecting
clamps) of a monosegmental instrumented fusion were
idealised as beams and the forces and moments therein

were estimated using planar beam bending equations.
Material properties of the interconnecting hard and soft
tissues were modelled by linear and rotational springs.
An injury parameter (IP) was defined which was a
function of the spring constants. The IP was varied
between 0 (cornplete tissue rernoval) and I (intact
tissue). Fixator and tissue stresses were analysed tbr
axial compression, flexion and extension loading.

STUDY B Three fresh human lumbar cadaveric
functional spinal units were instrumented with AO Dick
internal flxators (Synthes, Paoli, USA). The longitudinal
rods of the flxators had six strain gauges mounted on
their surfaces. Prior to testing the rods were calibrated.as
six-degree of fieedom load cells (accuracy 5Vo of
measured load). The torces and moments in the rods
were measured fbr intact specimens and subsequent to
removal of the intervertebral tissue. Intradiscal pressure
was also measured during testing. The specimens were
subjected to f-lexion/extension, torsion and lateral
bending moments of 8 Nm.

STUDY C Five fresh human three lumbar segment
cadaveric specimens were instrumented with SOCON
fixators (Aesculap AG, Tuttlingen Germany). Specimens
were subjected to flexion/extension, lateral bending and

torsional moments of l0 Nm. Each specimen was tested
intact, subsequent to fixator implantation and 1000
sinusoidal flexion/compression cycles (0.4 to 10 Nm/10250 N), and afler a vertebrectomy of the middle vertebra.
All stabilised specimens were tested with and without
cross-bracing. The resulting kinematics were measured
using an optoelectronic analysis system (Northern
Digital, Waterloo, Canada).
RESULTS

STUDY A Internal forces and moments in the
longitudinal rod increased exponentially as the injury
parameter approached 0 (vertebrectomy or removal of
disc). The maximum force and moment occurring in one
longitudinal rod under simultaneous flexion/compression
loading were 500 N and 25 Nm respectively.

STUDY B After tissue removal the moments in the
longitudinal rods were observed to increase tbr all
loading cases. In flexion the average bending moment in
one rod was observed to increase from 0.33 to 3.98 Nm
(lI}}Va). In lateral bending a ll7o increase in the
bending moment fiom 0.64 to 0.75 Nm was measured. In
torsion an increase, in the torsional moment, of 625Vo
trom 0.48 to 3.48 Nm rvas recorded. In the instrumented
intact specimens the disc supported significant
percentages of the torsional and flexion/extension
applied moments.

STUDY

C In the intact specimen

the flxator reduced

the measured motion for all loading cases but

the

addition of the cross brace had no significant effect. The
vertebrectomy destabilised the specimens in all three
loading situations. In this case adding the cross-brace to
the flxator only increased the stability significantly under
torsional loading. The average torsional range of motion
(ROM) decreased by 26Vo fiom 23.6o to 17.4o when the
cross-brace was attached.

DISCUSSION

The maximum bending moment'some longitudinal
rods can be subjected to and still allow an infinite service
lit-e has previously been reported ilJ to range between 6
and l8 Nm. Our experimental and theoretical results
suggest these devices may be over-stressed or operating

with very low fäctors of saf-ety with respect to inflnite
service requirements when used to stabilise severe
anterior column injuries. This situation may lead to in
vivo failure of device components,

as has been
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previously

323

reported [2J ,
or to loss of correction height due
clamp failure or loosening at the screw bone interface.
Cross-bracing of the short segment fixators tailed

to
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specimens. It may only be biomechanically beneficial to
cross-brace fixators used to stabilise highly unstable
segments. However, in these cases both the resulting

component stresses and the ROM allowed suggest that

additional anterior stabilising procedures may

be

necessary clinically.
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